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Art program
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fair housing
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artists . page 9
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‘They’re
young,
they’re
strong,
they’ll
survive’

See HOUSING,

ANDREW ROBINSON
Herald reporter
In the nearly three weeks since budget cuts forced the men’s
soccer team to disband, the weather around Bowling Green has
been cloudy, cold, wet and in times, icy.
Like most, the team was looking for a bright spot, even if it were
just for a day.
So when the clouds opened up and the temperatures warmed on
Saturday, the signs of spring were in full swing, and it provided
nothing but irony.
“The timing (of the cuts) was atrocious,” coach David Holmes
said. “It’s disrupted (the players’) young lives. But you know what?
They’re young, they’re strong, and this brought them together even
more. They’ll survive.”
Down there on Creason Street, in the shadows of Western’s
campus and a community that has provided support and protested,
the team enjoyed one last game.
“It was a perfect day for soccer,” sophomore goalkeeper Pat
Rickman said.
See SURVIVE,
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(Top) Samuel Drummond (right) talks to Pat Rickman (left) after
the men’s soccer game on Saturday afternoon.

Tops bid farewell in final
game of spring season

(Above) Members of the men’s soccer team join hands after their
final game.

While crimes decrease nationwide,
property crimes increase at Western
LARRY ROWELL
Herald reporter
College campuses have
become safer in the last
10 years and tend to have
less violent crime because
campus police officers are
better equipped and trained,
a U.S. Justice Department
study has determined.
Based on statistics from
1994 to 2004, the study
released recently found
that property crimes on the
nation’s campuses declined
30 percent and violent crimes
decreased 9 percent.
But at Western, records
show that property crimes
increased 17 percent during
the same period.
Rates of violent crime,
including rape, assault and
robbery remained unchanged
during that period and
happened rarely.
Victims at Western
reported nine rapes, 111
assaults and 12 robberies

Syleethia Holesome was at church
one Sunday, absently listening to her
friends, when her eyes wandered to
a house across the street. It looked
old and run-down. She had always
assumed it was condemned. Then she
saw a little girl come out of the house
and start to play.
“You just don’t see that every day,
and if you do, what are you doing
about it,” Holesome said.
She decided to take action.
Tonight, she and other Bowling
Green youth will speak their minds
about fair housing in a program called
Voices4Justice.
Poor property management and
code enforcement like at the house
Holesome saw is one of five major
impediments to fair housing in
Bowling Green, according to a 2003
Bowling Green City Government
report.
Kaleidoscope, a community youth
art program, hopes to raise awareness
about housing as part of a larger
campaign to address the issue.

from 1994 to 2004.
Western also saw a
significant increase in criminal
activity from 2004 to 2007:
• burglaries increased
72.5 percent.
• liquor law violations
jumped 94 percent.
• alcohol intoxication

violations increased 73
percent.
• drug law violations
increased 54 percent.
• DUI cases increased
147 percent.
• assaults increased 40
percent.
Three rapes and 10 sexual

See CRIMES,
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House leaders
look to raise
state revenue
MICHELLE DAY
Herald reporter
House Democratic leaders will
reveal to their members Thursday
the details of their plan for an $800
million revenue package for the
state’s budget.
The revenue package would
provide $400
million per
year in new
revenue to
relieve cuts
to education
proposed by
Gov. Steve
Beshear to
offset $900
m i l l i o n
state budget
shortfall over
the next two years.
House leaders met Sunday to
discuss the budget and options for
new revenue, said Brian Wilkerson,
communications director for Speaker
of the House Jody Richards.

The package
would include
an increase in
the cigarette tax
from 30 cents to
as much as $1.

See REVENUE,

assaults were reported over
the three-year period.
As for the increase in drug
and alcohol cases, campus
police attributed more arrests
to younger, more aggressive
officers.
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Centennial
House dedicated
by Habitat
MARIANNE HALE
Herald reporter
Boxes holding pictures and
knickknacks sit on the floor of Ava
Barber’s home. She just moved in
seven weeks ago, but it’s a move
that’s been planned since 2006.
The campus chapter of Habitat
for Humanity built the Centennial
Birthday Home for Barber and her
two children, after the chapter raised
money for the house.
About 20 students from the
organization and faculty members
joined Barber at her 400 W. Main
St. home Saturday at the second
dedication.
Materials from the deconstruction of
houses on Normal Drive and Regents
Avenue will fund the remainder of the
cost to build the home.
Habitat sells the materials at its
ReStore.
S e e H A B I TAT ,
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DAY

BY THE NUMBERS

WHAT’S GOING ON?

The calendar runs every Tuesday. Send your event post request by 3 p.m. Monday to calendar@chherald.com.
TUESDAY, March 4

4

Average life expectancy (in seconds) of an enemy soldier in a
Chuck Norris film.

3,506

Number of men who have written letters proposing marriage to
Vanna White.

-Donor event, CEC building
-Healthy Days, 3 p.m.-6 p.m., Preston Center
-SGA Student Senate, 5 p.m., DUC 305
-Sweet Charity, 8 p.m.- 10 p.m., Russell H. Miller Theatre
-Girls 4th Region Basketball Tournament, 6:30 p.m., Diddle Arena
-Robot Eyes III, 7:30 p.m., Hardin Planetarium
-Student Disabilities Services, 9 a.m.- 2 p.m., Glasgow Campus, room 112
-Student Support Services, 9 a.m.- 2 p.m., Glasgow Campus, room 201
-WKU Financial Aid Services, 8 a.m. - 3:45 p.m., Glasgow Campus, room 112

Sources: ifaq.wap.org/society/interestingstats.html

t

News briefs

WEDNESDAY, March 5

Western to host high school freshmen

t

Regional high school freshmen will be able to
participate in Western’s first “WKU Freshman
Academy” on March 11.
The event will begin in Van Meter Auditorium at
9 a.m. and will last until 2 p.m. It will be available
for high school freshmen from John Hardin High
School, Grayson County High School and Warren
Central High School.
The program is being offered as a pilot this year
to determine ways to expand it in the future. It’s
being hosted by the Office of Admissions.
Nearly 1,000 students are expected to attend
the event, which includes a general informational
session, a question and answer panel with current
Western students and a session on what they should
be doing during the next three years to prepare for
college.
The other sessions will be held in Garrett Center
and the fine arts center.

Correction

— Emily Ulber

Due to a Herald error, the performance
time for the musical Sweet Charity on March
2 was incorrect.
The show was at 3 p.m. on Sunday, March
2. All other shows will began at 8 p.m.
The Herald regrets the error.

THURSDAY, March 6
-Academic Transition Program, 8 a.m.
-Alpha Lambda Alpha meeting, 6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m., Glasgow Campus, room 131
-Boys 4th Region Basketball Tournament, 6:30 p.m., Diddle Arena
-Job and Transition Fair, 8 a.m., Diddle Arena
-Robot Eyes III, 7:30 p.m., Hardin Planetarium
-WKU Wind Ensemble and Concert Band Performance, 7:30 p.m., Van Meter Auditorium
FRIDAY, March 7
-Third District Beta, 8 a.m.- 4 p.m., DUC
-Girls 4th Region Basketball Tournament, 6:30 p.m., Diddle Arena
SATURDAY, March 8
-2008 Kentucky Motorcycle Program Instructor Update, 9 a.m.- 4 p.m., Knicely Center and parking lot, South Campus
-Backpacking the Appalachian Trail
-Glasgow Bowl for Kids Sake, 9 a.m.- 4 p.m., Highlander Bowl, Glasgow
-Girls 4th Region Basketball Tournament, 7 p.m., Diddle Arena

t

The College Heights Herald corrects all
confirmed errors that are brought to reporters’ or editors’ attention. Please call 7456011 or 745-5044 to report a correction, or
e-mail us at editor@wkuherald.com.

-Boys 4th Region Basketball Tournament, 6:30 p.m., Diddle Arena
-Dr. Robert Michler, 2007-08 Boyd-Lubker Visiting Scholar: Truth or Consequences: Heart and Health, 7
p.m. - 8:30 p.m., Mass Media Auditorium
-Gordon Ford College of Business, 9 a.m. - 3:30 p.m., Glasgow Campus, room 112
-Imagewest Annual Open House and Four-Year Anniversary Celebration, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m., MMTH room 331

Crime reports

Arrests
uKristin M. Cocchiarella,
Niceville, Fla., was arrested on
March 2 in the Minton lot on
charges of failure to illuminate
headlights and driving under the
influence. She was released from
the Warren County Regional
Jail on March 2 on $1,000 cash
bond.
uJaime S. Sanchez, Jackson
Street, was arrested on March 1
at 13th Avenue and Adams Street
on charges of careless driving and
no operator’s license. He was
released from the Warren County
jail on March 2 on a $200 cash
bond.
uJustin
G.
Wimpee,
Rockfield, was arrested on March
1 on Morgantown Road on charges of driving under the influence
and possession of alcohol by a
minor. He was released from the

Warren County jail on March 1
on a $1,000 cash bond.
uChristina N. Allen, Gary
Avenue, was arrested on March 1
in the Jones-Jaggers lot on charges of possession of alcohol by a
minor and alcohol intoxication in
a public place. She was released
from the Warren County jail on
March 1 on a $1,000 unsecured
bond.
uDavid M. Kerr, Jackson,
Tenn., was arrested on Feb. 29
in the PFT lot on charges of driving under the influence, failure
to signal and disregarding a stop
sign. He was released from the
Warren County jail on Feb. 29 on
a court order.
uBrandon M. Church,
Glasgow Road, was arrested on
Feb 28 in the Creason lot on
charges of illegal turn and driving
with a DUI suspended license.
He was released from the Warren
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County jail on Feb. 29 on a $340
cash bond.
uChristinia M. Brown,
Nashville Road, was arrested
on Feb. 28 on Normal Street on
charges of failure to signal for a
turn, careless driving and driving under the influence. She was
released from the Warren County
jail on Feb. 29 on a court order.

Reports

uMarybeth Woodall, hall
director in Rodes-Harlin Hall,
reported on Feb. 29 a broken window in the second floor stairwell
in McCormack Hall. Total value
of the damage was $100.
uAlicia Riddle, Lawrenceburg, reported on Feb. 28 a
theft of a backpack and contents
from her car in the Adams Street
lot. Total value of the loss was
$914.98.

Every Tuesday
and Thursday
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ADMINISTRATION

Western not at fault in lawsuit

HOLLY BROWN
Herald reporter

Western isn’t liable for the
injuries sustained when Patrick
Ledbetter fell in his wheelchair
from the elevator that opened
two feet above the floor in
Cherry Hall, Board of Claims
ruled Feb. 21.
Board of Claims hearing officer Jan West filed her decision
in favor of Western on Dec. 10,
2007.
Her decision, along with
exceptions filed by Ledbetter
and his attorney Richard Hughes
of Cole and Moore law firm,
then went to the full board for
the final decision.
Ledbetter’s claim stated that
he fell in his wheelchair from
an elevator in Cherry when it
opened without leveling with the
floor on Aug. 29, 2005.
He was seeking $15,000
to $20,000 for lost wages and
$86,000 compensation for medical and dental treatment.
The board’s ruling didn’t
come as a shock to Ledbetter,
Hughes said.
“We knew the cards were
stacked against us,” he said. “It’s
a system set up by the state government for claims against the

Crimes

Continued

from page

1

A new designated driver
program that began in February
will attempt to stem the rise in
DUIs by rewarding designated
drivers who commit minor
traffic violations on campus
with a gift card.
The spike in property crimes
resulted from a growing student
population, more students in
the dorms and more vehicles on
campus, said Capt. Mike Dowell,
campus police communications
officer.
Crimes such as thefts and
burglaries are “crimes of
opportunity,” Dowell said.
Students who leave their

C Y
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state government.”
The hearing officer is the person who determines the facts of a
case that comes before the Board
of Claims rather than a jury. That
decision is then reviewed by the
full board for a final decision.
General Counsel Deborah
Wilkins said the hearing officer
works to Western’s advantage
because they generally know
more about damages and are
more mindful of state laws pertaining to damage claims.
Damages essentially come
from taxpayers’ money when
people have a claim against the
state, she said.
West
determined
in
Ledbetter’s case that he wasn’t
able to prove that his injuries
were caused by negligence by
the commonwealth on the part
of Western.
Ledbetter’s claim is divided into
two arguments in the board decision signed by Board of Claims
Chairman Billy Goodman.
Ledbetter first argued that
prior incidences wherein the
elevator failed to level, which
were reported, should have alerted Western to the need to shut
down or repair the elevator.
This is similar to “arguing
that because a mechanic knew

a headlight was bad and had
replaced it that he should have
also known the fuel pump was
bad and the car should have been
taken off the road,” according to
the board decision.
Ledbetter’s second argument,
that it was Western’s obligation
to contact the fire marshal each
time there was an incident involving the elevator, isn’t a requirement by law, the board ruled.
The board’s decision goes on
to clarify that any need to report
incidents or shut down an elevator is in response to an accident.
Before Ledbetter’s fall, none of
the reported incidents involved
accidents involving injury.
“He’s hurt, there’s no doubt
about that,” Hughes said of his
client. “Patrick Ledbetter was
injured as a result of this elevator stopping two feet above the
ground.”
Ledbetter has 45 days from
the date of the board’s decision to appeal with the Warren
County Circuit Court.
He hasn’t decided yet if he
will appeal, Hughes said.
Ledbetter was advised by
Hughes not to comment.

dorm rooms unlocked, even for
a few minutes, give thieves an
opportunity, Dowell said.
He said he doesn’t know
why students leave their rooms
unlocked or place valuables in
plain sight in their cars.
Since July 1, 2007, police
recorded 147 thefts compared to
208 in 2006.
Campus police warn students
not to leave valuables such as
iPods, purses and cell phones in
locked cars, he said, adding that
valuables should be locked in
the trunk if left in the car.
		
Police better prepared and
equipped
The justice department study
attributed the drop in violent
crime rates on campuses to
police being better equipped
and prepared than they were a

decade ago, the study of 750
colleges stated.
About 75 percent of all
campus police nationwide are
full-sworn officers with arrest
powers.
Dowell said Western’s 22
officers are as well trained
as other campuses officers.
They take an initial 18-week
certification course and 40
hours of continuing education
each year.
Western’s police department,
accredited by the Kentucky
Association of Chiefs of Police,
met or exceeded 157 professional
standards and practices in law
enforcement, according to the
Kentucky Association of Chiefs
of Police Web site.

Reach Holly Brown
at news@chherald.com.

Reach Larry Rowell
at news@chherald.com.
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What do you think about
the Einstein Bros. Bagels
opening?
Alex
Acquisto
Owensboro
sophomore
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STAFF EDITORIAL

“I am actually pretty
stoked. I hear that they
are going to have everything bagels. The bagels
on campus right now
suck. There is nowhere to
toast them and I like them
warm.”
Angelia
Tutt
Louisville
sophomore

“I don’t really care. I’m not
a big bagel fan. I’m on a
diet from bread so I am trying to stay away from it.”
Trent Hale
Lexington
sophomore

“I was the first uninvited customer at Einstein
Brothers Bagel. They make
one hell of a bagel. I don’t
know how they run their
business but they make a
shmear that will blow your
mind ... wow.”
Troy
Stubblefield
Jr.

Paducah
freshman
“I don’t really care. I don’t
like bagels. The way I see
it, the school just wants
more money from us.”
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STAFF EDITORIAL

The fight for what's right
Attorney general rules in favor of Herald on open meetings law; case closed
Last week Attorney General Jack Conway ruled
that the Board of Regents violated the Open Meetings
Act by being briefed on the fate of the men’s soccer
program in executive session instead of an open
meeting.
During the closed meeting the Board of Regents
discussed the firing of men’s soccer coach David
Holmes because of the men’s soccer cut. The Board
members argued that they were in accordance with
the law because the firing of Holmes was a personnel
matter. Though they might have felt that way, Attorney
General Conway didn’t.
Conway ruled in favor of a complaint made by the
Herald on Feb. 11, stating that the Board of Regents
had violated the law.
We feel that even thought there were no decisions

made during the closed meeting that could be overturned by the attorney general, we have a duty to ensure
that the Board of Regents strictly follow the open meetings law.
The open meetings law states that the board can
go into closed session to discuss specific individual
personnel matters. In this instance the board discussed
cutting the soccer program and Holmes’ job, which is
a general personnel matter and must be discussed in
open meetings.
The fact that no action was taken in the closed meeting about the men’s soccer program does not change
the law. Issues that should be discussed in public need
to remain in the public and not disappear behind closed
doors. The Board of Regents should have given this
information to the student body and the media by being

You can keep your sun tans and flip flops
EVAN SISLEY
Opinion editor
I think I have a grasp on what the stereotypical
college spring break is supposed to be. I mean, we
have all seen the commercials for “Girls Gone Wild.”
I am supposed to pay a couple thousand dollars and
take a trip to Florida or Mexico. I am supposed to
get plastered 24/7 and fry my brain and skin on the
beach. But I just can’t do it. I don’t understand wasting money on the beach. In fact, beaches really don’t
do anything for me.
I view the whole thing as way too self-absorbed.
I was in a class the other day, and I noticed one of
the guys next to me had been going tanning in order
to get a base tan for spring break. After subsequently
making fun of his red face and white goggle outlines,

another student told me that he tans because he likes
to get laid.
Frankly, this is a pretty far-fetched idea for me. I
can’t imagine wanting to date a woman who likes my
tan lines. In fact, I would much prefer a woman who
will take my pasty whiteness for what it is. I don’t
get how that is attractive to women, or maybe I am
just attracted to people who like me for my mind and
not the amount of money I am willing to spend on a
base tan.
I am not saying I am better than all the guys who
are heading to the Abercrombie perfect spring break.
If that is your kind of fun, then good for you, but it’s
not for me. I just think it perpetuates some of the worst
attributes in our society: an intense emphasis on consumerism, narcissism and irresponsibility.
In fact, the whole spring break culture is really
representational of a great deal of college students:
the ones who like their Natural Light and $90
Abercrombie jeans.
They are the future business executives and soccer

The Herald encourages
readers to write letters and
commentaries on topics of
public interest. Here are
a few guidelines:

DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed
in this newspaper
DO NOT reflect those
of Western’s employees
or of its administration.

This editorial represents the majority opinion
of the Herald's 10-member editorial board.

COMMENTARY

SUBMISSIONS

1. Letters should not exceed
250 words, and commentaries
should be 700-800 words.
2. Originality counts. Please
don’t submit plagiarized work.
3. For verification, letters and
commentaries MUST include
your name, phone number,
home town and classification
or title.
4. Letters may not run in every
edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the right
to edit all letters for style,
grammar, length and clarity.
The Herald does NOT print
libelous submissions.

briefed of the soccer cut in public.
Because the Board of Regents have kept this information private for this long the Herald thinks that they
should release what they said regarding the men’s soccer program, in closed session. The only way for them
to make up for their error is to release the information
and to ensure that this does not occur again.
The fight to keep public information in the public
is important. We need to ensure that the student body
remains informed about the decisions that impact their
time here at Western. You can rest assured that as your,
the student body’s, newspaper we will do whatever we
can to protect your right to information.

A cartoon strip by Annie Erskine

moms of America. They have been raised to assimilate
and fall in to the mold that they fit in. They are the ones
that say, “Hey bro, I’m in college. It’s time to play frisbee golf, get trashed and find a good blond bombshell
who loves my pre-faded jeans and flip-flops.”
Well I guess it’s not me. I will never be able to follow the spring break crowd. Just like I can never take
a job for the sole purpose of making money or date a
woman who expects me to buy dinner every time we
go out. After all, if I want to pay to be with a woman,
I will go find one off a street corner.
At the end of the week I will pack up my truck
and head home, where I will spend time with my
little brother and the rest of my family. I will go see
a concert and help my mom study for her mid-terms.
After all, I would much rather spend time with family
and friends than trying to grab some tail on the beach
in Florida.
Reach Evan Sisley
at opinion@chherald.com.
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FACILITIES

Texas native travels the world
before coming to Western
JILL ERWIN
Herald reporter
Chief International Officer
Cornell Menking has been to
the ends of the earth and back.
Menking has lived in
Sierra Leone, Africa; Yakutsk,
Sakha Republic in Russia and
Cumabya, Ecuador.
Now, Menking, a Texas
native, is the first chief international officer at Western. He
said he hopes to fulfill Western’s
motto: A leading American university with international reach.
Menking plans to focus on
several issues relating to international affairs.
He wants more options for
students of all majors to study
abroad. He also wants to bring
in more students from a wider
range of countries and create
more
internationally-based
classes.
“Being a leading university
with international reach goes
far beyond foreign exchange
students,” Menking said. “If
students do not have any knowledge about other countries when
they leave Western, we have
done a disservice to them. It is
important to realize the U.S. is
not the center of the world.”
Menking’s wife, Mona,
works in enrollment management at Western.
“He has a good international

background in education, and is municate with her, he learned
the best to take on the challenge her language. He doesn’t
of this new job,” she said.
remember much of it now.
Menking’s experience with
“It was such a stupid way to
international programs and learn the language,” he said. “I
cultures began several decades saw a video of myself speaking
ago.
this language like it was my
Menking grew up in an afflu- native language and I didn’t
ent white community in Texas, understand myself. It was such
but his parents taught him that a strange feeling to hear yourthe “world is one.”
self and not underHe said his parstand what you are
ents were the “oddsaying.”
balls” of the neighBut no matter
borhood because of
where he goes, he
their diverse friends.
will always remem“We were one of
ber his roots and virthe first families to let
tues, long-time friend
a black person come
Donald Thompson
in our front door,” he
said.
said.
“If you look up
Menking entered
Texas
in the dictionCornell Menking
the exchange proary, you would find
gram and studied in
a picture of Cornell
Oxford, England, which was his next to it,” Thompson said.
first significant trip outside the “He is the international redneck
United States.
cowboy from Dallas.”
He then served in Sierra
Menking wants to continue
Leone, Africa with the Peace his work with international stuCorps. Menking also went to dents by changing the way stuRussia to teach English and dents and the university interact
create an International Cross- with outside communities.
Culture Alcohol Program to
“My strategies are not to just
raise alcoholism awareness.
visit the world and have the
In Yakutsk, Menking worked world come to us, but by creatclosely with a tribe elder, Jim ing a dialogue with the world,”
Walton.
Menking said.
Menking learned Russian
from a girlfriend he met there. Reach Jill Erwin at
He really liked her, so to com- diversions@chherald.com.

STATE GOVERNMENT

Interest groups, lawmakers have
concerns about gambling bill
MICHELLE DAY
Herald reporter
The bill creating an amendment to allow casinos in
Kentucky passed in committee,
but it might have more trouble
in getting the three-fifths majority vote needed in both houses
for the bill to be placed on the
election ballot in November.
Gov. Steve Beshear estimated casinos would bring in
about $600 million to the state,
and the majority of that money
would go to education.
The bill would need 60 votes
in the House to go to the Senate,
but it is losing some support
because of the lack of license
guarantees for racetracks.
The bill that passed in committee would allow nine casinos, instead of the 12 originally
proposed by Beshear, and no
casino licenses were guaranteed
to racetracks.
The horse industry wanted
guarantees of licenses because
too many freestanding casinos
would take business away from
racetracks, Julie Koenig, vice
president of communications
for Churchill Downs, previously told the Herald.
The Kentucky Equine

Education Project, which represents the horse industry as a
whole in the General Assembly,
issued a statement after the bill
passed.
The statement said KEEP
wants a bill that protects the horse
industry and produces badly needed revenue for schools, health
and human service programs and
local governments.
It also stated that although
the General Assembly has
shown support for the horse
industry and wants to pass legislation related to casinos that
would protect racetracks, the
KEEP board hasn’t “seen that
sentiment manifested in a constitutional amendment bill.”
House leaders are willing to
work with the horse industry
to resolve the issue, said Brian
Wilkerson, communications
director for the Speaker of the
House, Jody Richards.
Wilkerson said they’re willing to pass “enabling” legislation that would provide more
guarantees to racetracks but
would keep the amendment
simple to allow for change several years from now.
“They were wanting assurance,” he said. “We’re willing to
give them more power in legisla-

tion but not in the constitution.”
Wilkerson estimated that
the number of votes right now
is in the 50s, but said there’s no
timetable for a vote on the bill.
The gambling amendment
has little support in the Senate.
Senate President David
Williams, R-Burkesville, has
previously called gambling “a
tax on the poorest in our society,” according to a Lexington
Herald-Leader article.
He asked everyone who supported the amendment to stand
during a session after Beshear
presented his proposal, and only
three senators stood, the article
said.
The Kentucky School Boards
Association, which represents
the 174 K-12 public school
districts in Kentucky, wants
the General Assembly to find
new revenue for education, but
it isn’t taking a stand on the
amendment in ways other than
supporting its placement on the
ballot, said Brad Hughes, the
association’s spokesman.
“If it doesn’t happen, then
it doesn’t matter if we have a
position either way,” he said.
Reach Michelle Day
at news@chherald.com.

LUKE SHARRETT/Herald

Delayna Earley, a junior from Richmond, Va., takes customer orders during employee training
Monday afternoon at the new Einstein Bros. Bagel shop in Mass Media and Technology Hall. “I
like working here,” Earley said. “It’s fun.”

Einstein prepares for opening
HOLLY BROWN
Herald reporter
Einstein Bros. Bagels
delayed opening until today
to have another day of training
for employees.
The opening had previously
been scheduled for yesterday,
but the Einstein company suggested a training day, called
“Friends and Family,” said
Roy Biggers, director of dining services.
There was also a mechanical problem with an oven that
has been fixed, he said.
Invitations for Friends and
Family day were sent to administrators, such as President
Gary Ransdell.
People were also invited in
from the sidewalk for free food
and drink.
Ransdell was the first customer.
“We got our first dollar
from him today,” said Shanda

Sloan, location manager.
Managers and staff also
opened the store for a training
day Friday, during which they
served free food and drink to
random faculty and staff.
A trainer from Einstein
approached students and faculty on the sidewalk and invited
them in, Sloan said.
She said it was a good learning experience for the staff
because “if we mess up, maybe
they’ll forgive us because it’s
free.”
Some faculty of the
School of Journalism and
Broadcasting have expressed
concern that the placement
of the restaurant will lead to
trash and traffic that might
hurt equipment.
Director Pam Johnson also
said the back patio where
Einstein was built has been a
place for important fundraising functions, such as alumni
barbecues and spring award

functions.
Gary Meszaros, director of
auxiliaries, said there are still
many options for functions
across campus.
The Downing University
Center, the ballroom in the
Garrett Center and DUC South
Lawn are a few alternate
options, he said.
There is also still some
space under the overhang on
the back patio of the Mass
Media building for smaller
functions, he said.
Meszaros said the decision
to put the Einstein in what
journalism faculty call the “terrace” was because of the location and the pre-existing floor
and ceiling.
“It was a lot less expensive
than building a free-standing
area,” Meszaros said.
Reach Holly Brown
at news@chherald.com.
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The package would include
an increase in the cigarette tax
from 30 cents to as much as
$1 and request for Beshear’s
endorsement.
Leaders aren’t releasing
other specifics yet.
Wilkerson said they want to
gauge support of members on
Thursday for the proposed revenue
package for the budget bill.
Any new revenues will
reduce the 12 percent cut to
postsecondary
education,
Chief Financial Officer Ann
Mead stated in an e-mail.
“We aren’t optimistic that
sufficient revenue will be
identified that will eliminate
another cut,” Mead stated. “(It
will) stop the bleeding.”
Leaders aren’t including
potential
revenue
from
expanded gambling proposed
by Beshear in the budget bill,
Wilkerson said. They want a
vote on the budget bill in the

committee by Monday and a
full House vote the next day.
Beshear presented on Feb.
14 a proposal to the General
Assembly to allow 12 casinos
in Kentucky, which he
estimated would bring in about
$600 million per year. The
majority of that money would
go to education.
A House committee approved
the amendment with nine casinos
instead of 12 on Wednesday.
Wilkerson said it’s hard
to say if the new revenue
package would overshadow
the gambling amendment, but
House leaders are looking at
the amendment and the budget
as two separate issues.
The Kentucky School
Boards Association, which
represents the 174 K-12 public
school districts in Kentucky,
supports the increase in the
cigarette tax, said Brad Hughes,
the association’s spokesman.
The
board
voted
unanimously in support of the
bill because education needs
more money to relieve budget
cuts, Hughes said.

The
increase
would
discourage youth smoking, and
it is almost guaranteed money,
Hughes said.
“Folks won’t stop smoking
tomorrow,” he said.
After the bill passes in the
House, it will go to Senate for
changes and approval. Then
the House and Senate will go
into conference with each other
to resolve any differences and
approve a final budget.
Each chamber will make
significant changes to Beshear’s
proposed budget, stated Robbin
Taylor, assistant to the president
for governmental relations, in
an e-mail.
The influence the governor
has on the bill depends on
the personalities, politics
and circumstances in the
legislature, Taylor stated.
“I have yet to see a budget
that looked the same on the
last day of the session as it did
on the day it was introduced,”
Taylor stated.
Reach Michelle Day
at news@chherald.com.
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FACILITIES

Officials looking for
University College space
EMILY ULBER
Herald reporter
The University College will
finally get a home of its own.
Provost Barbara Burch and
President Gary Ransdell are
working with the college to find
a suitable location.
“We’re just trying to find a
visible, easily accessible spot,”
she said.
Burch said Western will use
an existing building to house
the college.
She said she hopes to have a
location up and running by the
fall semester.
Western hasn’t determined a
cost, Burch said.
The University College was
formed in 1994. Several different community and campus organizations have since
partnered with the college,
which works as a stimulus for
interdisciplinary programs and
developing programs in the
community.
“We need a center of our
activity to give us an identity,”
said Jim Flynn, interim dean
of the University College. “It
will give us a greater sense of
coherence.”
The ALIVE Center for
Community Partnerships, the
bachelor of interdisciplinary

studies, computer information
technology, systems management, the leadership studies
program, the master of administrative dynamics, University
Experience and the women’s
studies program are all associated with the University College.
The college is also affiliated with the Academy of Math
and Science and the Honors
College.
Students can earn degrees
in computer information technology, systems management,
interdisciplinary studies and
administrative dynamics.
Jane Olmstead, director of
the women’s studies program,
said that a building will make
the college more accessible to
students.
“But the building is just one
part of what’s good about the
college,” she said. “A shared
purpose with our colleagues is
more important.”
Burch decided last spring to
make the University College
a functional, academic unit on
campus.
The college is drawing from
the other colleges, not competing with them, Burch said.
Flynn said that without a
building, the students of
University College remained
largely out of the loop from the

rest of the colleges.
“We want to make sure our
students feel like they are a part
of the university,” Flynn said.
“We want them to have engagement with faculty; we don’t
want them to just punch in their
ticket and get a degree.”
He said that some of the programs, especially the bachelor
in interdisciplinary studies, are
aimed at adult or non-traditional
students.
The ALIVE Center is the
only affiliate of the college
that isn’t funded by Western,
said Paul Markham, interim
director and faculty engagement coordinator for the center
in Bowling Green and adjunct
professor of philosophy and
religion.
Markham said the ALIVE
Center was established in
April 2003, but partnered with
Western’s University College
last year.
“We facilitate service learning and community based
research,” he said. “We’re like
the middle person between the
campus and the community.”
The ALIVE Center now
serves 27 counties, the same service area as Western, he said.
Reach Emily Ulber
at news@chherald.com.
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CAMPUS LIFE

Mock trial team
member rocks
the witness stand
RYAN FRANKLIN
Herald reporter
A distraught young woman
testified in front of a large
audience while pleading to the
jury at the Hamilton County
Courthouse. The vitiated social
worker petitioned her case
as an AIDS victim who was
stabbed by a syringe infected
with HIV.
Her petition was spirited
and it wooed the audience
to support her claim. Judges
compensated the woman
and she was presented her
reward.
But this reward wasn’t
given as a recompense for the
woman’s losses. It was instead
given to her because she had
earned a perfect score, and
she was named an outstanding
witness.
Dawn Francis is an alias,
portrayed
by
Nashville
sophomore Christina Allen,
whose testimony impressed
law students and attorneys
watching her performance at
the Cincinnati regional college
mock trials on Feb. 23-24.
“It’s kind of addictive,” Allen
said. “It’s a huge adrenaline
rush.”
Allen has been a member
of the mock trial team for two
years. As the most experienced
member and team captain, it’s
her responsibility to coordinate
her team’s performance.
“Everyone on my team did a
really good job of pulling their
weight,” Allen said.
A score of 16 or above will
earn a witness the “outstanding”
award. Allen was one of two
witnesses chosen from hundreds

at the event to receive a perfect
ballot of 20.
Neil Woods, a senior from
Evansville, Ind., is one of
Allen’s teammates. He said the
outstanding witness award goes
to people who know the most
about the facts of the case.
“Generally, they’re (judges
are) pretty tough,” Woods said.
“Some rounds were pretty
hostile.”
Allen, who was sleepdeprived on the day of
competition, said that she was
more or less expecting to do
badly. After her team’s head to
head trial, Allen believed that
she let her teammates down.
She was shocked when they
announced her award, which
was mostly to her relief.
Ralainia Hunley, assistant
political science professor, has
been the coach of the mock trial
team since last spring.
Though individuals such as
Allen had good performances,
Hunley’s team fell a few
points short of qualifying for
nationals.
Hunley said that she hopes
for a good season next year
when five of the eight team
members will return.
“I hope they all come back,”
said Allen, “I really enjoyed
working with them.”
Allen is excited about her
team’s future. She said she
hopes to once again play a
major role in helping her team’s
success.
“Hopefully, next year we
will make it to nationals,” Allen
said.
Reach Ryan Franklin
at diversions@chherald.com.

Mary Powers/Herald

Homeowner Ava Barber, (right), hugs Habitat for Humanity volunteer Laura Leach during a celebration Saturday for the completion of
Western’s Centennial Birthday Build.

Habitat
Continued

from page

1

The
campus
chapter
sponsored several fundraisers
to finance the build, which is
the first time it has raised the
money for a home.
Fundraising slowed down
the building process, which
began in October 2006, said
Dana Adams, Habitat copresident.
Seasonal breaks from school
also slowed down the process
because the student volunteers
weren’t in town to work on the
home, Adams said.
Still, the campus chapter
accomplished something that
most campus chapters haven’t.
Not many universities have
ever built a Habitat house,
Leach said.
Before Barber’s home,
the chapter donated labor to
building a house, but didn’t raise
any money, said Greg Mills,
architect and manufacturing
sciences professor.
The campus chapter’s
WKU
Adrenaline doesn’t
Ad 9/21/07
fundraising
mean

Barber received a free home
though.
It’s a common misconception
that Habitat gives away houses
for free, said George Mendoza,
executive director of Bowling
Green’s Habitat chapter.
Habitat pays all fees
associated with building, but
the home recipient pays a zero
percent interest mortgage for
25 years, he said.
Money paid back to Habitat
helps the organization finance
more homes.
“It’s basically $300 a month,
and you can’t rent a home
for that,” Mills said. “And
eventually they will own that
place due to the generosity of
other people.”
The building project began
in October 2006 and finished
in December 2007.
Student volunteers couldn’t
attend the first dedication
because the house wasn’t
completed until the Saturday
before Christmas.
Leach said the second
dedication was important
because everybody got a chance
to be proud of what they did.
It also showed students that
12:44
1 Ken are
Bickel
BarberPMandPage
her family
in

their home and taken care of.
holding pictures of her home’s
Barber said she felt a sense construction.
of joy when she saw the final
The building project was
product.
more work than students
It’s roomier than the anticipated, but they’re talking
apartment she’d
about building
been living in for
again, Mendoza
13 years.
said.
Her apartment
But Mendoza
had only two
said he believes
bedrooms, but
they should take
now her children
a break.
have their own
There
will
rooms in the
always be a goal
three-bedroom
to build another
home.
house, but the
Barber said
chapter will need
she’s comforted
to spend a year
by not having
fundraising before
to rent anymore
construction can
and will own her
— Greg Mills start, Leach said.
new home.
As
for
Architect & manufacturing
The ceiling
Barber’s
home,
sciences professor
fans are among
she said she’s
her
favorite
still getting used
things in the house because she to the new place.
has furniture that goes nicely
Neighbors in her old
with them, she said.
apartment building used to ask
People from the Bowling her when she would move into
Green affiliate and campus her new house.
chapter of Habitat attended the
She knew she’d move in
dedication.
when it was meant to be.
Habitat
co-presidents
Adams and Jessica Tinnell Reach Marianne Hale
Brown
Disk
74.5:
HH664ME/Army
Ads:WKU Adrenaline
presented
Barber
with
a frame at ROTC
news@chherald.com.

“It’s basically
$300 a month, and
you can’t rent a
home for that.
And eventually
they will own that
place due to the
generosity of other
people.”

The sun is
about to rise.
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Kaleidoscope
decided
to focus on housing after
Kentuckians
for
the
Commonwealth, a community
grassroots
organization,
surveyed Bowling Green
citizens and held public forums
to see what issues they felt
most affected them.
Citizens
repeatedly
mentioned housing.
Bowling Green has no
uniform residential landlord
tenant act or substantially
equivalent fair-housing act to
protect tenants from unfair or
discriminatory landlords.
Scott Crocker is an attorney
with Kentucky Legal Aid, a
state organization representing
low income people in civil
lawsuits. He said that the rights
of landlords and tenants aren’t
well defined in communities
without URLTA.
Linda McCray, director of the
Bowling Green Human Rights
Commission, met with Mayor
Elaine Walker on Wednesday
to discuss a substantially
equivalent fair housing law. The
law would enable the Human
Rights Commission to enforce
laws equivalent to the federal
Fair Housing Act, allowing them
to do their own investigations.
Currently, the Human Rights
Commission is too small to do
its own investigations and has
to outsource them to Lexington
or Louisville.
This can make investigations
take years, McCray said.
“People give up,” she said.
Kentuckians
for
the
Commonwealth is planning a
public forum in April about
URLTA. This would standardize
behavior between landlords and
tenants as well as give them
greater access to legal solutions
for disputes.
KFTC would then push
for URLTA legislation in the
city commission. If they felt it
couldn’t pass, they would make
it an election issue in this fall’s
campaign, said Dana Brown,
the KFTC member who began
surveying her neighbors to find

C Y
M K

out what issues they faced in the
community.
Even if that fails, Brown
said she’ll continue to push the
commission to pass some kind
of fair housing legislation.
“I personally can’t live my
life knowing my neighbors are
living with injustice,” Brown
said.
This isn’t the first time that
people have tried to address
housing in Bowling Green.
In 2003, a substantial
equivalency law came before
the commission but was struck
down.
Joe Denning, who served on
the commission at the time, said
that he didn’t feel that Bowling
Green had a need for the
additional resources, and that the
local institutions already in place
could deal with those concerns.
McCray said that some
landlords didn’t like it
because there would be local
enforcement.
“A select few own a lot of
property, raking in good money,
not maintaining it, and openly
discriminating with very little
consequence,” she said.
The city commission also
struck down an effort to pass
URLTA in fall 2007, citing
“controversial issues,” the
Herald previously reported.
Brown said that URLTA was
introduced along with a more
radical act from Tacoma Park,
Md., and that the commission
confused the less intense
URLTA with that law.
“I’m very optimistic just
because of the fact that URLTA
is very fair, giving rights to
both landlords and tenants
and it alone by itself is not as
controversial.”
City Commissioner Bruce
Wilkerson, who owns six rental
homes, said that the issue lay
with URLTA’s all or nothing
nature.
“Rather than subject people
to the bad parts of it, we thought
it best not to pass it right now
and continue under the current
statute,” Wilkerson said.
Wilkerson took issue with a
provision that entitled tenants to
damages that triple the amount
of actual damages.
He said that could invite
litigation.

That provision only applies
in two cases: if the landlord
cuts off utilities or if there are
squatters on the landlords’
property.
If URLTA passed, Wilkerson
said he would stop renting
residentially and focus on
commercial properties.
Caution tempers McCray’s
optimism about success.
“I’ve been down this road
before and I don’t think it is
going to happen in one fell
swoop,” she said. “Change
happens in increments.”
Kentucky
Legal
Aid
works with tenants to prevent
unnecessary evictions contrary
to lease agreements or in
violation of a Kentucky law that
requires 30-day notice.
Low income tenants who
have other housing issues
can call Kentucky Legal Aid,
who will direct them to other
organizations.
If the complaint deals
with maintenance, it goes to
Bowling Green’s Housing and

Community Development’s
Code Enforcement.
Without URLTA, tenants
can’t sue their landlords if they’re
not maintaining their property,
said Mark Esterly, an attorney
with Kentucky Legal Aid.
If it deals with discrimination,
it goes to the Bowling Green
Human Rights Commission.
If someone feels they’re
being discriminated against,
they call the Human Rights
Commission who sends the
investigation to the Kentucky
Human Rights Commission or
the Lexington Fair Housing
Council.
The
Human
Rights
Commission
has
three
employees who handle all
accusations of discrimination in
housing, employment and access
to public accommodations for
all of Warren County.
“We’re pretty much overrun
with complaints,” McCray said.
Reach Greg Capillo
at news@chherald.com.
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LUKE SHARRETT/Herald

(Top) Brianna Bell, 14, of Bowling Green (left) practices with 11year-old Kenya Hall (right) during rehearsals for their dance performance for Kaleidoscope’s Voices4Justice program. The program
will raise awareness for fair housing in Bowling Green with several
artistic mediums such as painting, music, dance and spoken word.
(Above) “Get up, stand up, stand up for your rights,” Quinton Beck
raps during rehearsal for Kaleidoscope’s Voices4Justice program.
Beck, a sophomore at Warren Central High School in Bowling
Green, is the voice for a quintet of Kaleidoscope musicians who
will perform tonight to help promote fair housing in Bowling Green.
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BOWLING GREEN

Local artists open their doors for the Gallery Hop

the Gallery Hop with Marsha
Heidbrink, owner and resident
artist at Memphis Marsha’s Art
The arts scene in Bowling Gallery and Classes.
Green was hopping Friday
There were two meetings in
night.
January to discuss organization,
The city’s first Gallery Hop content and dates for the hop.
invited participants to ride The two women got 11 galleries
shuttles between independent on board.
galleries, studio
Participating
centers and nonartists and ownprofit galleries
ers pooled their
in town to view
money to pay for
and buy art, chat
the shuttle serwith the artists
vice, provided by
and enjoy refreshParty 1 Limousine
ments.
Service.
A range of art
S t e v e
media and styles
Mangold, a driver
— from photogfor Party 1, was
raphy to jewelry
impressed by the
to textiles and oil
galleries featured
paintings — were
hop.
— Steve Mangold in the
represented by a
“I’ve driven
amateur photographer past them all the
group of artists
as diverse as their
time, and I had
work.
no idea that there was so much
Jessica Snodgrass is the gal- talent here,” said Mangold, an
lery administrator at VSA Arts amateur photographer himself.
of Kentucky, a non-profit orga- “This town has tremendous
nization that promotes creativi- potential to become an arts
ty with an emphasis on disabled community if people would
artists. She said the Gallery Hop just pay attention.”
generated exposure for the galMangold said that a greater
lery.
focus on art in Bowling Green
“We had different people could bring in money to revitalcome through our doors than ize the downtown area.
we’ve had in the past year,”
“If people started moving
Snodgrass said.
into some of those old buildings
Many other artists enjoyed and renovate them for galleries
the exposure too.
and studios, that would be aweArlene Moorman, co-chair some,” he said.
of the Gallery Hop, opened her
The Gallery at 916 showshop, Arlene’s Art Studio and cased the work of a new local
Gallery, to the public Friday.
non-profit arts coalition called
Moorman’s gallery offers Artworks.
her work and ‘artist selections’
Forming the coalition
which she buys for re-sale. The gave visual artists a chance
gallery also features artist John to have a unified voice, and
Clark, an abstract expression- their non-profit status gives
ist who works in the Pushin them leverage to compete with
Building Artists Studio.
the performing arts for grants,
Moorman helped coordinate Artworks president Donnie
EILEEN RYAN
Herald reporter

t

“I’ve driven
past them all
the time, and
I had no idea
that there was
so much talent
here.”

JENNA SMITH/Herald

Mitchell Rickman, a Western graduate and owner of Rickman Pottery, has been a professional potter since 1986. Rickman was a sociology major while attending Western, but found that his passion rested in pottery. Rickman hopes that the gallery hop will let people
know that there are galleries in Bowling Green that sell art. “The ultimate form of flattery is someone wanting to lay their money down
for something I’ve created,” Rickman said.

Firkins said.
The Gallery Hop coincided
with the closing of an Artworks’
first exhibition.
Mitchell Rickman, a local
potter, describes himself as a
working artist.
“This is what I do for a living,” Rickman said. “I want to
put my work in people’s hands. I
want people to buy my work.”

News briefs

Pension protection
passes in House

A bill designed to relieve
$26 billion that the state will
be unable to pay to retirees
in the next 30 years passed
unanimously in the state
House of Representatives on
Thursday.
The bill, or the Kentucky
Public Pension Protection and
Modernization Act, was proposed by Gov. Steve Beshear
and sponsored by Rep. Mike
Cherry, D-Princeton.
The bill reduces the cost of
living adjustment raises to 1.5
percent for employees. It also
increases the employee contribution to the retirement system
by 1 percent.
Cherry said the unanimous
vote was “exhilarating.”
Committee members made
some changes to the original
bill, such as including the leg-

islators and the judicial branch
under the new pension plan and
adding the Attorney General to
the Kentucky Public Pension
Plan Oversight Advisory
Committee.
Cherry said he expects the
Senate to pass the bill with
some changes.
He said he hopes the bill
will be approved with as many
of the features of the bill that
were passed in the House as
possible.
— Michelle Day

Science fiction author to
read in Cherry

Terry Bisson will read
tonight in Cherry Hall. He is
an award-winning author of
science fiction, short stories,
novels, movie novelizations,
nonfiction, graphic novels and
scripts.

He is the author of six novels: “Wyrldmaker” (Pocket,
1981); “Talking Man” (Arbor
House, 1987); “Fire on the
Mountain” (Morrow, 1988);
“Voyage to the Red Planet”
(Morrow, 1990); “Pirates of the
Universe” (Tor, 1996); “The
Pickup Artist” (Tor, Spring
2001); and, most recently,
“Dear Abbey” (PS Publishing,
2003).
The reading will be at 7 p.m.
in Room 123. It is hosted by
the Creative Writing Committee
of the English department. The
event is free and open to the
public. A book signing will follow.
Also, the English Club is
hosting their annual Goldenrod
Poetry Festival. The deadline is
March 7.
And on April 15, Sallie
Bingham will be at Western as
the last guest of the Spring 2008
Reading Series.

The Gallery Hop generated
some welcome publicity for his
shop, Rickman Pottery.
“Hopefully it will let people
here in Bowling Green and on
campus know that there are
galleries around here where
you can actually purchase art,”
Rickman said.
Heidbrink came up with the
idea to organize a gallery hop in

Bowling Green.
“When we started adding up
the total of how many art spaces
were in Bowling Green, it was
pretty amazing, so I thought,
‘it’s time, it’s time to do it,’”
Heidbrink said.
Heidbrink modeled the
Gallery Hop after one held
monthly in Lexington.
“We’re hoping that Bowling

Green will realize we’ve got art
in our own town,” Heidbrink
said. “People brag, ‘Oh, I’ve
got this art in New York,’ or
‘I’ve got it in Santa Fe.’ We
think it’s time for them to brag
‘Oh, I’ve got this in Bowling
Green.’”
Reach Eileen Ryan
at news@chherald.com.
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CAMPUS LIFE

Festival brings cultures to campus

ALEX BOOZE
Herald reporter
Colorful dresses and tuxedos twisted and twirled their
way to the stage through tables
filled with ethnic paintings and
projects at Garrett Conference
Center Friday morning. High
school students from around
the region gathered here to
participate in the Kentucky
Foreign Language Festival.
The festival, which has
been offered since the 1960s,
is a chance for high school students enrolled in foreign language courses to become more
involved with French, German
and Spanish cultures.
Participants had a chance to
excel in five categories such
as written and listening exams,
drama, dance and art.
Meghan Johnson, a sophomore from Apollo High
School in Owensboro, waited
anxiously to take the stage for
the second year in a row in the
dance category.
“I’ve been dancing since
I was little, but it was rough
this year because we all just
learned the salsa so it was a
learning experience,” she said.
“When someone experiences
this festival, they can’t be close
minded because they should
want to learn more about what
other cultures are around them
and what they have to offer.”
Louisville senior Kathy
Smallwood has been the assistant director of the festival for
two years. She hoped participants walked away from the
event with an idea of how other
cultures influence society.
“It has been exciting to see
others get excited about something that plays such a big part
of my life,” Smallwood said.
“I hope that this encourages
participants to continue studying languages because they
play a big role in our society.”
Joon Sung, an assistant professor of new media in the art
department and an art judge at
the festival, said the festival is a
great way for people from different cultures to come together.
“Since I came to campus
in 2002, I have seen international students come from
all over the world and that
number is slowly increasing,”
he said. “So I think this is a
great opportunity to bring in
prospective students and their
families to get to know the
university.”
Sung said he wasn’t aware
that the university hosted a

Alton Strupp/Herald

Daviess County High School teacher Brittany Handley (left) and Barren County High School student Amelia Arritt visited Western for
the Kentucky Foreign Language Festival. The festival encourages students to learn about world history and culture through the presentation of student-made projects.
foreign language festival until
this year. He hopes that in the
future the Asian culture will be
included in the festival.
The festival was also an
opportunity for Western students
to volunteer and learn more about
the languages they love.
Ft. Mitchell sophomore
Kathy Schulte chose to volunteer
because she didn’t get the chance
to participate in high school.
“I wanted to see what it
was like and help out the participants,” Schulte said. “I feel
culturally enriched and at the
same time it feels good helping out because I’m all about
service.”
Schulte said the interaction
between the participants and
the faculty is also important
in the process of recruiting
potential students.
“I think it’s great that a lot
of students from around the
area get to come and see the
campus and meet the faculty
and staff here,” she said. “By
interacting with them and students from other schools, they
get a taste of what both the
campus and different cultures
have to offer.”
Paris freshman Jordan
Quinn heard about the volunteering opportunity in her
Spanish Conversation class

and decided to help out to get
a preview of Spanish culture
before her trip to Argentina
this summer.
“I have always been passionate about Spanish since
high school and I hadn’t participated in any campus activities yet, so I felt this would be
a good place to start,” she said.
“It’s a good program because
all people involved get to participate in something they are
already interested in, and new
students get to see what we
have to offer.”
The winners in each of the
categories will travel to the
University of Kentucky in
May to compete with contestants from all over the state.
Reach Alex Booze
at diversions@chherald.com.
(Right) Apollo High School
sophomores Sam Knott and
Meghan Johnson prepare to
take down their Chichen Itza
project which is based on
the Mayan built structure in
Mexico. Students from around
Kentucky showcased projects
in the Garrett Conference
Center on Feb. 29 based on various cultures and time periods.

join peace corps
come to an information meeting
and learn more
Tuesday, March 4
6:00 Pm central time
mass media & technology Building
room 249
For more info visit www.peacecorps.gov or call 800.424.8580
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CAMPUS LIFE

16 women gather to focus on
redefining black women at Western

Imagewest to host open
house tomorrow

ALEX BOOZE
Herald reporter

Nashville
junior
Kimberlee
Robinson,
stood in front of her fellow black women Monday
night.
“We are here tonight to
discuss what people see in
women of color,” she said
to them. “And we are here
to discuss what we want
to see different.”
Robinson, along with
other women of color,
gathered in Downing
University Center for
“Extreme
Makeover,”
a forum organized to
merge together the groups
“Sisters Inspiring Sisters,”
and “Sister-2-Sister.”
Both are minority
groups that focus on getting ethnically diverse
Briana Scroggins/Herald
women more involved
with each other through Sixteen women met at Downing University Center on Monday night to work together for on an
book readings, mentor “Extreme Makeover: Redefining Black Women of Western.” During an activity the women wrote
relationships and forums. down what they saw, and what they would like to see in women of color on Western’s campus.
“There are different The blue Post-Its showed what they currently saw, and then were stuck to Clarese Wilson, a junior
organizations for black broadcast journalism major from Louisville. The women then removed the labels one-by-one discusswomen on campus and
ing why they saw those characteristics and how they could diminish the stereotype.
most of them have similar
goals,” Robinson said.
“I’m proud that women of light,” she said. “The negaEven though the forum
The forum is important
for all women of color, not color are independent, fam- tive aspects always offset the discussed the problems faced
among women of color and
just black women. It was set ily-oriented and supportive, positive ones.”
but
I
think
they
need
to
work
Louisville
junior
Quenest
other cultures, Harrington
up to identify the problems
on
class,
professionalism
Harrington,
an
executive
remains optimistic.
they have and how they can
and their social skills,” Haile board member for “Sister-2“I think there is a way that
solve them, Robinson said.
said.
“And
I
think
one
way
to
Sister,”
decided
to
particiwomen
of color and women
The group of 16 women
do
that
is
through
construcpate
to
represent
women
of
from
other
races can become
passed around blue and pink
tive
criticism.”
color
on
campus.
sisters
if
there
were more
adhesive notes and discussed
Haile also said that women
“There are not very many events offered that are aimed
qualities that come to mind
when hearing the words of color can positively change women of color on campus at all women,” she said. “We
“women of color,” and the the way they’re sometimes to begin with, so I feel that need to have more of a sense
qualities they want other peo- viewed by other cultures by is why it is so important of togetherness because
being aware of their actions. to participate,” Harrington that is the only way we can
ple to associate them with.
“I think women of color are said. “Cultures can be more improve things.”
Antoinette Haile, a sophoviewed
negatively because embracing of each other by
more from Columbus, Ohio,
television
and entertainment being more positive instead of Reach Alex Booze
was among the group of
portrays us in a negative bringing each other down.”
at diversions@chherald.
women.

Survive
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When Western concluded
its 2-0 victory over Kentucky,
Rickman got the players’
attention near the bench and
reminded them to stay in
touch.
In the stands for much of
the afternoon, the crowd would
break into impromptu chants
of “we want soc-cer. we want
soc-cer!”
For one more day, they had it.
Western scored its first goal
of the match after freshman
defender Ian Smith scored on a
penalty kick.
Later that half, sophomore
Will Thompson converted on
another free kick, scoring from
just outside.
But for as well as the Toppers
played, it seemed the more
memorable parts came before
and after the game.

C Y
M K

Before the game, juniors
Dustin
Downey,
Sam
Drummond and Benard Airo
were honored.
Downey provided optimistic
support following the cuts, and
continued to keep a positive
attitude after the game.
“With all that’s going on,
maybe something will turn
around for us, turn in our favor,”
Downey said. “We’ve still got
heart, we’ve still got a good fan
base, so maybe they’ll rethink
their decision.”
Downey said he will
definitely
play
soccer
somewhere next year.
Sophomore Tim Muessig
played for Western on Saturday,
but come next fall, he said he
will be playing for Kentucky.
“It
was
a
different
experience,” Muessig said. He
also jokingly said that it will
be nice to take some bragging
rights with him to Kentucky.
Holmes has been at Western
since 1984, and under Holmes’
direction, the Toppers have

C Y
M K

The student-run advertising and
public relations agency Imagewest
is hosting an open house on from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. tomorrow on the
third floor of Mass Media and
Technology Hall. The event will
be held for potential interns and
area businesses.
Anyone interested in writing,
design, sales, photography, marketing, advertising and public relations is encouraged to attend.
The event will allow the chance
for potential clients and interns to
learn about what Imagewest does
by talking to the current team and
looking at award-winning work
that will be on display.
Imagewest provides internship
opportunities to Western students
by giving them real business experience and class credit. Imagewest
has been the only student-run
advertising agency for four years.
For more information, contact
Heather Ryan or Heather Garcia
at 745-8915.
— Jill Erwin

New license plate features
red towel

A new Kentucky license

plate features the red towel,
allowing Western alumni and
supporters to show their school
spirit wherever they drive.
The plate is a change from
the current Western license
plate design of the Cherry Hall
cupola, which nearly 5,000 cars
display.
The cupola design has been
around since 1998, but this year,
the state allowed universities to
change their designs.
“We thought it was a good
opportunity to have something
out there that WKU alumni,
fans and friends can easily recognize,” said William Skaggs,
associate director of Alumni
Relations. “Wherever people
drive, not only in Kentucky but
out of state, people really recognize WKU’s red towel.”
The plates are available at
any county court clerk, and initially cost $56. They are good
for five years and cost $31 to
renew. Each year, $10 of that
money goes to support scholarships.
“They can drive around
knowing they are helping students attend class on the Hill,”
Skaggs said.
— Laurel Wilson

won 207 matches, more than
any other in-state Division I
program.
Holmes said that 11 players
will transfer, and of those 11,
seven have grade-point averages
of 3.5 or better.
Holmes said the loss will
leave Western without “one hell
of a resource.”
“The guys went through
something pretty tough,” he
said. “It’s not as tough as, you
know, (the) Virginia Tech
(tragedy), but it’s been a blow
to their young lives, a decision
like this.”
After the match, as players
hugged family members and
thanked friends, Rickman
remained reflective.
“Someone has to say goodbye
to everybody,” he said. “This is
how a lot of us feel, and a lot of
us don’t know how to basically
admit that we’re kind of sad, but
it’s too emotional at this time.”
Reach Andrew Robinson
at sports@chherald.com.
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“The biggest thing is they
swept us last year,” Finwood
said. “We told our guys it was
gonna be a challenge, but we’re
a much more mature team this
year and we know what we can
and can’t do.”
In Saturday’s win, four
Toppers scored two or more
runs while also having two or
more hits on the day.
Sophomore infielder Jake
Wells led the weekend’s offense

Victories
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The team’s largest margin
of victory ever was an 82-point
victory over St. Louis on Jan. 6,
1991.
The Lady Toppers went on a
10-0 run to start the game and
never looked back, increasing
their lead thanks to shooting
58.8 percent from the field for
a 48-23 lead at halftime.
“It was very, very important
for us to come out strong,”
Cowles said. “We established
our kind of game early.”
In the second half, the Owls
got no closer than 24 points.
Forty-six of the Lady
Toppers’ points came inside the

with seven hits in 12 at bats
and was the only player to have
multiple hits in all three games.
The pitchers’ success also
helps the fielders confidence
and speeds up the pace of the
game, senior shortstop Terrance
Dayleg said.
Western will try to mimic last
weekend’s success when they
face Lipscomb at 3 p.m. this
afternoon at Nick Denes Field.

to add color commentary to a
total of 10 baseball games this
season. He has already worked
two contests this season.
Ransdell said when he was
asked to add commentary to
the broadcasts, he wanted to
be involved because it’s something he enjoys.
Both of Ransdell’s sons
played baseball for the
Toppers.

Ransdell joins
announcing team as
color commentator

Herald reporter Michelle Day
contributed to this story.

President Gary Ransdell will
take a place in the press box

Reach the reporters
at ports@chherald.com.

paint, in contrast to the Owls
only being able to score 22 from
the lane.
“Other teams’ post players
can’t keep up with us because
of our conditioning,” Kelly
said. “We knew that’s what
happened in the first game
(against Florida Atlantic) and
we knew we had an advantage
there.”
Freshman
guard
Amy
McNear had a career night,
scoring a career-high 11 points
and handing out a career-high
seven assists.
Freshman guard Whitney
Ballinger and freshman forward
Arnika Brown finished with 10
and 16 points each.
Brown also grabbed 13
rebounds for her third doubledouble of the season.

“We wanted to go out with
a bang,” Brown said. “We
wanted to go out right. And
now nothing would be better
than (winning) the Sun Belt
tournament (championship).”
For the Owls, Brittany Bowe
led the team with 13 points.
The Lady Toppers will
now prepare for the Sun Belt
Conference tournament.
As the top seed in the
tournament, Western has a bye
in the first round and won’t see
action until the quarterfinals on
Saturday in Mobile, Ala.
They will be facing the
winner of the first round matchup between eight-seed North
Texas and ninth-seeded New
Orleans in Denton, Texas.

and decathlete Hendrik Themas
are the newest additions to the
Topper and Lady Toppers rosters, signing national letters-ofintent to come to the Hill.
Flowers helped Warren
Central (Ind.) High School to
an IHSAA state championship
in 2007, placing fifth in the
state in the shot put and eighth
in the discus.
Currently a sophomore at
Cowley County Community
College, Cherono is ranked
fourth in the 5,000 meters and
sixth in the 3,000 meters among

junior college athletes.
Chettleburgh runs a variety of distances from 1,500 to
10,000 meters.
As a decathlete, Themas has
recently posted personal bests
in the pole vault at 15 feet, five
inches in the heptathlon.
“These athletes will help
solidify the Western program
as legitimate contenders for the
Sun Belt Conference in the
future and move the program
toward national prominence,”
Jenkins said.
-David Harten

Reach Chris Acree
at sports@chherald.com.

Sports briefs

Track team signs four
One week after sweeping
the Sun Belt Conference Indoor
championships, Western coach
Erik Jenkins announced the
track and field team has signed
four athletes who will enroll
and begin competition in the
fall semester.
The list of signees includes
a female all-state thrower and
three international standouts.
Thrower Monteka Flowers,
distance runners Jonathan
Cherono and Kyle Chettleburgh

MEN’S BASKETBALL

Toppers finish regular
season with wins in
sweep through Florida

ANDREW ROBINSON
Herald reporter
If we learned anything about
senior guard Tyrone Brazelton
this weekend, it’s that you
shouldn’t challenge him to a
game of H-O-R-S-E anytime
soon.
Brazelton used a baseballlike throwing motion to heave
the ball about 85 feet, with just
a few tenths of a second to go
in the first half of Western’s 8878 victory over Florida Atlantic
Saturday to close out the regular
season schedule.
Initially the basket counted,
but minutes later it was called
no good after the officials
reviewed it.
“I’ve never tried it in my life
and I won’t ever make it again,”
Brazelton said to the Bowling
Green Daily News following
the game.
Brazelton seemed to end a
bit of a recent slump in the
game, scoring 22 points.
In the last three Western
games, Brazelton had scored a
combined 25 points.
Senior guard Courtney Lee
was the game’s leading scorer
with 29 points.
Lee was able to bounce back
from his seven-point performance last Wednesday night
in Western’s 69-54 win over
Florida International.

Western was down by nine
points with 10:27 to go in the
first half before coming back
and leading 47-44 at the half

“I’ve never
tried it in my
life and I won’t
ever make it
again.”
— Tyrone Brazelton

Senior Guard

following sophomore guard
A.J. Slaughter’s late threepointer. Slaughter finished with
15 points.
“We actually locked down
a little bit,” Brazelton said.
“The first half we were giving
them too many easy buckets.
We made a couple adjustments
(in) how we guarded some
players and limited their shot
attempts.”
The Toppers limited FAU to
just 18 field goal attempts in the
second half.
Senior forward Boris Siakam
also stepped up on the defensive
end, drawing what seemed like
charge after charge.
“We did a good job of taking
care of the ball, considering the
pace of the game,” coach Darrin
Horn said on his postgame radio

show. “And all those little things
add up. And again it’s a win on
the road in conference play.”
Slaughter’s performance
has been improving of late. He
scored 12 points against FIU
and eight against LouisianaMonroe last Saturday.
Last week, Slaughter said
the coaches have encouraged
him to play with more emotion
on the floor, which has become
more noticeable through his
fist-pumps and clapping while
playing.
The win over FAU completed Western’s regular-season. Western will be the thirdseed in the upcoming Sun Belt
Conference Tournament March
9-11 in Mobile, Ala.
“It’s been a long road,” Horn
told the Daily News. “And at
the same time it’s gone really
fast. We put ourselves in position to be doing the kind of
things we want to do to give
ourselves a chance to advance
in the tournament. We’ll take
the next week, get excited mentally about going (to the tournament) and be ready to go.”
Western will have to wait until
tomorrow to know its first round
opponent as the team awaits the
winner between Arkansas State
and North Texas.
Reach Andrew Robinson
at sports@chherald.com.

TENNIS

Toppers, Lady Toppers
split weekend matches

SARAH HYMAN
Herald reporter
The Toppers and the Lady
Toppers traveled to Indiana
this weekend with intentions of
extending their two-game winning streaks.
Instead, the Toppers (5-3)
and Lady Toppers (3-5) fell
to Indiana University-Purdue
University Fort Wayne on
Friday night, before defeating Robert Morris on Saturday
afternoon.
“It may have helped us some
on Saturday that we’d played
such close matches the night
before,” coach Jeff True said.
The Toppers defeated Robert
Morris 5-2, sweeping the doubles matches.
“We felt really confident
after doubles,” True said. “Any
time you can sweep the doubles,
you’re going to feel pretty good
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about your chances in the rest of
the match.”
The Lady Toppers were also
able to gain a measure of confidence from their match with
Robert Morris, defeating the
Lady Colonials 7-0.
“It was really great to be able
to get that win,” senior Brittany
Waiz said. “We had kind of a
tough loss on Saturday, so it
was good to get back out and be
able to win like that.”
Both teams fell by identical 4-3 scores in their Friday
matches against IUPU-Fort
Wayne.
“With a little luck, we would
have won those matches,” True
said.
In their match on Friday
night, singles made the difference for the Toppers. They took
the doubles point, but surrendered four singles matches in
the loss.

CYAN MEGENTA YELLOW BLACK

“There were some really
close matches in there,” senior
Chad True said. “We just
couldn’t pull them out.”
The Lady Toppers were
swept in doubles competition
by IUPU-Fort Wayne. The doubles point became the deciding
factor in the match when the
team split singles 3-3 with the
Lady Mastodons.
“We really needed that doubles (point),” Waiz said. “That
would have definitely made a
difference for us going into the
singles matches.”
The Toppers will return
to action at 1 p.m. on Friday
when they travel to Indiana
University Southeast. The Lady
Toppers will meet Alabama
State at 1 p.m. on Saturday in
Birmingham, Ala.
Reach Sarah Hyman
at sports@chherald.com.
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0-5 weekend
for Lady Tops

ly hits. Nothing was sharp.”
Friday’s doubleheader losses to UNLV 5-4 and Hawaii
When people return from 6-2 began the weekend for the
Las Vegas, they usually return Lady Toppers.
either winners or losers. The
Against UNLV, the Lady
Lady Toppers softball team Toppers mounted a comeback
returned as the latter.
in the sixth inning and were
The Lady Toppers hit the in a position to tie with senior
first rough patch of their sea- first baseman Shelby Smith
son, going 0-5 this weekend in on third. They were unable
the UNLV Eller Media Classic to bring her in to score the
in Las Vegas.
tying run.
“Being in the setting we
The game against No. 15
were in, with all the lights Hawaii was their fifth against
and all the attractions, I don’t a top-25 ranked team.
think we stayed focused and
Western gave up an early
we got distracted,”
three-run lead in
coach Tyra Perry
the first and was
said.
never able to
With Sunday’s
catch the Rainbow
loss
against
Wahines.
California, Western
“We
can’t
(7-8) ended a
make any excusweekend the Lady
es for the lossToppers will probes,” sophomore
ably try to forget.
shortstop Kelsey
Western totaled
McCauley said.
just four hits to
“Our mental
California’s 12 and
game just wasn’t
lost 7-2.
there.”
“When we don’t
The
loss
throw the pitch
brought Western
— Tyra Perry to a 3-2 record
where we want to
Coach against top-25
throw, or get the
hits when we need
ranked teams this
to get them, that’s going to be season.
the end result,” senior pitcher
The Lady Toppers are
Jennifer Kempf said.
looking at the positives that
Saturday, Western’s dou- can be taken from the toughest
bleheader continued its rough weekend of this season so far.
weekend as it suffered a 2-1
“This was just one weekloss to Pittsburgh and a 2-0 end,” Perry said. “We have a
loss to Long Beach State.
lot of games left and it’s still
The hit differential in both early in the season. Success is
losses was minimal, and the a process and we’re out workLady Toppers had one more ing hard trying to get things
hit than the Panthers; how- on track.”
ever, Western wasn’t able to
Western will test the work
capitalize and left 13 runners they put in against Austin
on base.
Peay, playing a double head“We actually got more hits er at 3 p.m. tomorrow in
than in the games we won,” Clarksville, Tenn.
Perry said. “But timely hitting
is what wins ballgames, and we Reach Corey Ogburn
couldn’t come up with the time- at sports@chherald.com.
COREY OGBURN
Herald reporter

“Being in the
setting we
were in, with all
the lights and
all the attractions, I don’t
think we stayed
focused and we
got distracted.”

Daniel Houghton/Herald

Senior Brian Lewis competes in the 200-yard butterfly finals on Saturday. The men’s team took third place in the Sun Belt
Conference.

Split
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The Toppers finished in third
place with 539.5 points, losing
the conference championship
for the first time in four
years. Missouri State won the
championship with 688 points.
Denver took second with 654
points.
“I’m so proud of both teams,
but especially the girls,” coach
Bruce Marchionda said. “They
really came out and swam
their hardest, and it paid off
for them.”
Some of the biggest winners
for the Lady Toppers came
from their freshman class.
Freshmen Claire Donahue
(100-yard butterfly), Claire

Alexandre
(200-yard competition, breaking his own
freestyle) and Brittany Doss conference record in the 200(200-yard breaststroke) swam yard backstroke.
NCAA
B-cut
The
Toppers
qualifying times,
were hindered by
while winning the
the addition of four
conference title in
Mid-American
those events.
Conference teams
to the Sun Belt
The NCAA will
events.
decide what the
The MAC schools
official qualifying
competed for their
times for individual
own
conference
events will be after
championship, but
all
conference
swam in the same
championships
events as the Sun
have
been
Belt
competitors,
concluded, giving
meaning Western’s
the swimmers the
possible opportunity — Bruce Marchionda depth wasn’t a factor
Coach in the meet.
to compete for an
Sophomore Sean
individual NCAA
Penhale became one victim of
championship.
Senior Francis Gilmore led the MAC teams, losing the 1650the Toppers on the final day of yard freestyle by two seconds to

“Obviously we’re
disappointed
about the men’s
loss. But this
was a good end
to the season,
and we’ll build
off of it next
year.”

a competitor from Miami (Ohio).
Though Penhale was awarded
the Sun Belt crown for the event,
he only received second-place
points.
“It was really disappointing
to lose the 1650,” he said. “I
know the Sun Belt says I won,
but there was still someone
faster than me, and I didn’t get
full points. Having those extra
teams just threw off our entire
game plan.”
Marchionda said the team
won’t practice together again
until they return to Western for
the fall semester.
“Obviously we’re disappointed
about the men’s loss,” he said. “But
this was a good end to the season,
and we’ll build off of it next year.”
Reach Sarah Hyman
at sports@chherald.com.
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For Rent

For Rent

All Utilities Paid!
1 BR $549; 2 BR $599
3 Minutes to Campus!
New Fitness Center!
New Business Center &
Computer Lab! New hardwood!
Sparkling Pool!
Now Pre-Leasing for
Spring/Summer Semester.
Call 781-5471
www.greenhavenapartments.com

3 bedroom, 1 bath

Upstairs Apartment
1036-B Park St.

Some utilities included.
$525/month.

Call (270) 782-7885

••••••••••••••••••••
3-4 bdrm. house at
1112 Chestnut.

2 bath Central heat & air.
W/D hookup. $850;

••••••••••••••••••••

1 bdrm. apartments $325-$375

Executive apartments, one

••••••••••••••••••••

Cabell Gardens Fall 2008
block from WKU,

2 or 3 bedroom $250 each.

Parking, W/D all appliances.
1504 Park Street.

Call 270-781-9182

••••••••••••••••••••

1 Block from Cherry Hall

Call 781-8307.

1 Block from WKU
Studio Apartment

$275/month+deposit and
some utilities. Please
Phone 796-7949.

••••••••••••••••••••

For Sale

Big 1 bdrm. Apartment

Pool Table for Sale, $250 7ft.

deposit. Call 796-7949

rolls good. Call 270-871-6091

$600/mo. including utilities &

••••••••••••••••••••

Apartment for sublease at

Campus Pointe. Furnished &

includes utilities. Lease expires
July 31st, 2008. Available now

thru July. Call 615-202-4450.
Note to Readers: The College
Heights Herald screens ads
for misleading or false claims
but cannot guarantee any ad or
claim. Please use caution when
answering ads, especially when
asked to send money or provide credit card information.

C Y
M K

by 46 inches. Green felt and

Publisher’s Notice: All real estate
advertised in this newspaper is subject
to the Fair Housing Act of 1968 which
makes it illegal to advertise “any
preference, limitation, or discrimination
based on race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin, handicapped status,
families with children, or any intention
to make such a preference, limitation or
discrimination.” This newspaper will
not knowingly accept any advertising
for real estate which is in violation
of the law. Our readers are hereby
informed that all dwellings advertised
in this newspaper are available on an
equal opportunity basis. Please notify
the Fair Housing Council at 502-5833247 or 1-800-558-3247 if you
feel there has been a violation.

Travel
Spring Break 2008
Locally owned and operated.

Book Flights,

Savannah Thomas, Classifieds Manager

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Servers, dishwashers & kitchen

Part-time servers needed. No

bggreek.com or come in for

be age 20 or older. Apply in

Undercover Shoppers
Earn up to $150 per day.
Undercover Shoppers needed
to judge retail and dining
establishments. Exp. Not RE.
Call 800-722-4791

help. Apply online at www.

Resorts, Hotels,

application. 535 Three Springs

Golf Tee Times,

••••••••••••••••••••

Group Rates &
Price Matching

www.wkutravel.com

••••••••••••••••••••
Roommate Wanted
••••••••••••••••••••

Lost & Found
••••••••••••••••••••

Services

Call today to place a classified!
270-745-2653

••••••••••••••••••••

Pets & Animals
••••••••••••••••••••

Miscellaneous
Call today to place a classified!
270-745-2653

••••••••••••••••••••

Textbooks
••••••••••••••••••••

Want

Road (across from Cue Time).

Make a difference!
Help girls grow strong, make
lifelong friends & have fun in
your free time! Camp Pennyroyal & Bear Creek Aquatic
Camp are now hiring: Unit
Staff, Lifeguards (we can train),
Boating & Waterfront Staff,
Adventure Program Coordinator, Cooks, Kitchen Staff,
& Health Supervisors. Great
benefits, fun traditions &
playful atmosphere. Jobs are
going fast! Apply today!
arehs@kyanags.org or
www.kygirlscoutcamps.org

••••••••••••••••••••

Help wanted Verdi Restaurant
and Bar (next to Capital Arts)
410 E. Main St. 781-9817
Experience only.
Needed: Servers. Apply in
person between 2-4p.m.

experience necessary. Must
person at Bowling Green
Country Club.

••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••

Pool Service Company:

Motivated student for part-time

or full-time outside service help.

••••••••••••••••••••
Retail Pool Company:

Will train right person.

Great summer job. Paid holi-

Motivated student for part-time

days, plus bonus pkg. Apply in

ground helpful, but not required.

Aqualand 1260 Campbell Ln.

retail clerk. Chemistry back-

person Mon., Wed., Fri. 10-6

Fun working atmosphere. Paid

Bowling Green. Ask for Jerry.

summer job. Apply in person

Earn $800-$3200 a month

1260 Campbell Ln. Bowling

with ads placed on them

••••••••••••••••••••

www.AdCarClub.com

holidays, plus bonus pkg. Great
Mon., Wed., Fri. 10-6 Aqualand
Green. Ask for Chris.

Earn $800-$3200 a month

••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••

to drive brand new cars
Please visit

to drive brand new cars

with ads placed on them
Please visit

www.AdCarClub.com

Classified Ad? Call Today!
270-745-2653

to place a
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▼

EVENTS
Tuesday

▼

Baseball vs. Lipscomb, 3
p.m., Nick Denes Field

Sports

Tuesday, March 4, 2008
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky

www.wkuherald.com

Wednesday

Softball at Austin Peay, 3
p.m.

▼

Baseball at Belmont, 3 p.m.

Friday

-Baseball at LouisianaMonroe, 7 p.m.
-Men’s tennis at IndianaSoutheast, 3 p.m.

▼

Daniel Houghton/Herald

Sun Belt Split

Saturday

Women’s basketball vs. TBA,
Sun Belt Conference tournament, Mobile, Ala., TBA

Women win sixth title in eight years, men finish third
SARAH HYMAN
Herald reporter

Baseball at LouisianaMonroe, 4 p.m.
Luke Sharrett / Herald

Women’s tennis at Alabama
State, 1 p.m.
Men’s tennis at Alabama
State, 1 p.m.

▼

-Softball at Illinois State, 1
p.m.

Sunday

Men’s basketball vs. TBA,
Sun Belt Conference tournament, TBA
Women’s tennis at
Alabama A&M, 2 p.m.
Men’s tennis at Alabama
A&M, 2 p.m.
Baseball at LouisianaMonroe, 1 p.m.
Softball at Illinois State, 12
p.m.

CONTACT
Sports Editor
DAVID HARTEN:
sports@chherald.com
Photo Editor
LIBBY ISENHOWER:
photo@chherald.com

(Top) Western assistant swimming coach Rita Kalmikova, head coach
Bruce Marchionda, and assistant coach Reed Robelot (left to right) jump in
the pool at the Centennial Sportsplex Aquatic Center in Nashville, after the
Lady Toppers won the 2008 Sun Belt Conference Championship on Saturday.
The Lady Toppers beat out Florida Atlantic and Denver University to claim
the title with 775 points in the weekend’s competition. (Above) Senior
Mallory Neltner hugs teammate Jessica Aspinall after taking second place
in the 400-yard freestyle relay.

NASHVILLE–The Lady Toppers clung
to a slim lead going into the final day of
the Sun Belt Conference championships.
And within the hour, senior Mallory
Neltner would compete in her first event
of the day.
But that wasn’t why her knees were
shaking on Saturday afternoon.
That was because Neltner was going
to sing the national anthem before the
finals of the third and last day of the Sun
Belt meet at the Tracy Caulkin Pool at the

Nashville Centennial Sportsplex.
“I don’t remember the last time I was
that nervous,” she said. “Swimming is
nothing. That’s like asking me to stand
here and breathe. But singing in front of
all those people? That’s a big deal.”
Neltner finished her performance without missing a beat, then contributed valuable points to the Lady Toppers’ first
conference championship in two years,
and sixth in the last eight seasons.
Over the three-day event, the Lady
Toppers compiled 775 points, 50 more
than runner-up Florida Atlantic.
See SPLIT,
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Lady Tops cap
regular season
with victories
CHRIS ACREE
Herald reporter
In her last regular season game as a Lady Topper,
senior forward Crystal Kelly’s play did not matter.
If Kelly didn’t score a point in Western’s victory
over Florida Atlantic
on Saturday, the Lady
Toppers would have
still beaten the Owls by
11 points.
The Lady Toppers
(23-7, 16-2 Sun Belt
East Divison) defeated
Florida Atlantic (6-21,
2-16 SBC East) 89-52
on Saturday.
“I’m so proud of
these young ladies for
how hard they have
played closing out the
regular season,” coach
Mary Taylor Cowles
— Mary Taylor Cowles
said in her postgame
Coach
interview. “We came
down here with the
mindset of getting better as a team and getting as much momentum as we
could going into the conference tournament, and I really
think we did that with this win today.”
Kelly led all scorers with 26 points, going 10-14
from the field and a perfect 6-6 from the free-throw
line. She also pulled down nine boards in 19 minutes
of play.
The 37-point win marked Western’s largest margin
of victory this season.

“We came down
here with the mindset
of getting better as a
team and getting as
much momentum as
we could going into
the conference tournament, and I really
think we did that with
this win today.”

See VICTORIES,
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Alton Strupp/Herald

Senior infielder Terrence Dayleg puts a bat on a pitch from Purdue’s Josh Lindblom. The Toppers
hung on to a 1-0 lead until the sixth inning where they took a 5-0 lead to seal the win over the visiting
Boilermakers.

Tops earn weekend series sweep
RYAN CAREY
Herald reporter
Victory can be sweet, especially when a little revenge is
added in.
The Toppers got that revenge
on Purdue this weekend, sweeping
them in a three-game series after
being swept by the Boilermakers
at home last season.
“It feels good,” sophomore
pitcher Matt Ridings said. “To
get revenge is always good, we
knew they had a good team and
we just battled all weekend.”
Three pitchers in Sunday’s
game worked together to earn a
5-0 shutout victory.
Junior outfielder/pitcher Matt
Hightower led the way for the
pitching staff, only giving up

three hits and striking out seven
batters, a career best.
The pitchers didn’t do it all by
themselves, however.
Junior outfielder Chad Cregar
made a home-run-saving catch
in the top of the sixth inning, but
sacrificed himself for a collision
with the fence in the process.
“It was fun to play defense
and watch the pitchers perform,”
Cregar said. “It was amazing and
we’re going to have a lot of success if they continue to throw
like that.”
The starting pitchers allowed
only five runs and 18 total hits on
the weekend.
The pitchers had a goal to not
give up any runs in the seventh,
eighth and ninth innings, Ridings
said.

The Toppers got close to that
goal, only giving up one run on
four hits in those innings this
weekend.
“I think (pitching) coach
(Matt) Meyers is doing a great
job with those guys,” coach Chris
Finwood said. “We feel like
we’re going to be a pretty good
defensive ball club.”
That defense, along with
an offense that scored 22
runs on the weekend, led the
Toppers to a 12-5 victory on
Saturday, as well as a 4-1 victory Friday.
Finwood was quick to recall
last season’s sweep and being
outscored 35-12 in those three
games.
See SWEEP,
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